Below is the draft agenda for the Technical Services Discussion Group (TSDG).

All are most welcome to attend.

Draft Agenda

Technical Services Discussion Group (TSDG)
ALA Midwinter Meeting
San Diego, CA
Sunday, January 9, 2011
10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Hilton San Diego Bayfront - Aqua 306 A

1). Welcome and introductions.

2). OCLC Update – Jackie Dooley
   WorldCat Local and managing local data
   Institutional records
   Duplicate detection software – explanation of OCLC’s thinking re: pre-1801 books

3). Local notes – Location of local notes: bib records or holdings records?
   Implications for next generation of OPACs? What about legacy records?

4). Printed material in archival collections – Cataloged separately or simply noted in finding aid?
   Housed with collection or separately?

5). Announcements
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